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Volume VIII
Published Annually by the Students
of Cedarville College
MO those who have so willingly
‘.° given of their time, energy
and money, that Cedarville College
may grow in size and influence, this
Cedrus is respectfully dedicated.
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I 
F IN this, the eighth annual volume of the
Cedrus, there be anything which in the days
and years to come will stir up fond memories
among those who know and love campus life at
Cedarville, we as members of the Staff shall be
happy.
And if by this volume we can create a
mental image of student life at Cedarville in
the minds of those who are not acquainted
with it, we shall consider our labor in the
preparation of this annual not to have been
spent in vain.
In the following pages we shall attempt to
depict the student viewpoint of college life and
affairs as registered in this, the year that marks
the dawn of the new Cedarville College.
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The Call of Cedarville College,
and the Response
THE CALL
N THE eleventh of July, ninteen-hundred and twenty-one, Cedar-
yule College sent out a call for $200,000 for Building and Endow-
ment Funds. One hundred thousand was to be expended on
buildings and one hundred thousand was to be added to the present
endowment fund. This would provide for the erection of a new gym-
nasium, a new dormitory for girls, and the revamping of the Alford
Memorial for a Science Hall. The former two buildings were to .be
erected on the campus on either side of College Hall. For eight weeks
this call was kept before the friends of the College. Greene County,
the Alumni, and the Reformed Presbyterian Church were thoroughly
organized and given the opportunity to contribute to the funds. The
plan calls for a campaign to cover five years, ending in July, 1926. No
interest is charged on notes and pledges given. The notes and pledges
are payable at such times during the five years as suit the convenience
of the contributors. The Alumni are to raise $100,000 of the amount,
and Cedarville and Greene County are to raise the remaining $100,000.
THE RESPONSE
• During the eight weeks of the intensive campaign, last summer,
$136,000 of the total amount was subscribed. Since that date more
has been added to bring the amount up to $150,000. This leaves only
$50,000 of the original sum to be raised during the next four years.
Every indication seems to point not only to the raising of this
amount, but even a larger sum. The loyalty manifested by Cedarville,
Greene County, the Alumni and the many friends in the R. P. Church
is most commendable.
The largest personal contribution was made by W. J. Alford, who
gave $20,000 to perpetuate the memory of his beloved father and
mother, whose names are revered by a host of friends. Let everyone
interested in the College continue to press the call until the last dollar
is raised.
W. R. McCHESNEY.
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An Appreciation—The Faculty
HAIL to the faculty—the grand and glorious faculty, the dignifiedfaculty, the wise faculty, the ever-helpful and all-inspiring
faculty. May glory and honor be theirs forever and a day.
We have a wonderful faculty, exceptional from the fact of the
variety that abounds in their midst. This is especially noticeable when
we calculate the difference in weight of the columns of air misplaced
by some few of them. But diversity ceases to exist when we consider
the talents, especially the musical talents, of this noble band. Christine
Miller and John McCormick are not in their class at all. Israfel would
gladly give up his position if but one harmonious strain of their melo-
dious renditions could reach his ear.
Miss Flory, a product of Old Virginia, is the life of the College;
the sudden burst of sunshine on the College winter day, always bring-
ing good cheer and gladness to drive away the gloom. While shy Miss
Brand, although somewhat retiring, is a real Klondike in herself. Her
jewels are numberless and deep-set, and they sparkle out their bright
and beautiful influence to all those who know her.
We would all be lost without Jurkat and his company of jokes,
peanuts and wrinkled apples. And Cedarville College would be a
dreary old place indeed, especially if we lost McElhinney and his ever-
cheerful smile and his "Good Morning" to us. And Allen—well, he is
the worry of us all. He is the Busy Man, but never too busy to lend a
helping hand to all who are in difficulties.
I need not say that Dr. McChesney, our dear President, is the Hub
of the College. He has gladly given his whole life to the great cause
that is nearest and dearest to his heart. But he does not do this for
the glory that is in it for him, for he could have reached the very zenith
of fame if he had gone out into the world and sought it. But his glory is
in the training of young men and young women in the way that they
should go. And the characters that he builds day by day with the aid of
his willing helpers are the living monuments that will never be de-
stroyed, but will live throughout eternity and will proclaim aloud the
deep impressions that have been made upon them.
J. it.
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W. RENWICK McCHESNEY, PH. D., D. D.
President
Professor of Psychology, Oratory, Greek
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Rev. Leroy Allen
Dean and Registrar
Harper Professor of Economics
and Sociology
Ph. B., Wooster University 1906
Xenia Seminary 1914
A. M.,University of Chicago 1920
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Rev. Frank Albert Jurkat
Treasurer
Professor of Modern Languages
Hebrew and History
A. B., Franklin College 1895
A. M., Franklin College 1898
LL. D.. Franklin College 1917
Rev. Robt. Stewart McElhinney
Education Department
A. B., Indiana University 1912
A. M., Indiana University 1915
Pittsburgh Reformed Presbyte-
rian Seminary 1915
Member Phi Beta Kappa
Lillie Katherine Flory, B. S.
Professor of Science and
Mathematics
B. S., Bridgewater College 1917
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Ethel B. Brand, A. B.
Secretary of Faculty
Professor of English and French
A. B., Indiana University 1919
Florence Russell Davis
Director of the Department of
Music
Professor. of Instrumental Music
E. Dwight McKune
Instructor in Typewriting
20
Josephine Randall
Instructor in Algebra and
Geometry
John Edwin Bradfute
Assistant in Chemistry
Mary Eloise Davis
Instructor in Civics
AL
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Lillian Alice Daines
Instructor in Mathematics
Marion Foster Stormont
Instructor in Mathematics
Joseph Hallowell Blackburn
Director of Physical Education
Rev. John Pressley White, M. D.
Lecturer on Christian Missions
-0-
Mrs. John Pressley White
Lecturer on Christian Missions
Mary Lucile Johnson
Instructor in Latin
-0-
James Colver Kyle
Assistant in Zoology
-0-
Mrs. Clara Morton
Club Cateress
-0-
Mary Irwin Williamson
Librarian
-0-
David Williamson
Janitor of Library
_0_
John C. Grindle
Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds
22
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Josephine Randall
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts, Education.
President of the Class.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet -4.
Riley Walter Clarke
West Middlesex, Pa.
Arts.
Grove City College -1.
Orange & Blue 2-3-4.
Football -4.
College Play -3.
Helen Elizabeth Bradfute
Xenia, Ohio.
Arts, Education.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
Secretary of the Student body
-4.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 3-4.
Basketball -1.
Cedrus Staff -3.
College Play -4.
Rangers Club -4.
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Edith Ramsey
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts, Education.
Secy.-Treas. of the Class.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 2-3.
Willard Haines Kyle
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts.
Muskingum College 1-2.
College Play -4.
Rangers Club -4.
Margaret Elizabeth McCarty
Clifton, Ohio.
Arts, Education.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3.
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Lillian Alice Daines
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts, Education.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 1-2-3-4.
Basketball 2-3-4.
College Play -4.
John Edwin Bradfute
Xenia, Ohio.
Arts.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 1-2-4.
President of the student body
-3.
Cedrus Staff 1-4.
Basketball 2-3-4.
Football -4.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
College Play 2-4.
Mabel Strobridge
Cedarville, Ohio.
Diploma in Piano.
Student in Cedarville High
School.
26
Lena Hastings
Cedarville, Ohio.
Diploma in Piano.
Student in Cedarville High
School.
Ralph Leroy Rife
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts.
Y. M. C. A. Staff 1-2.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
Lucille Cotterell
London, Ohio.
Diploma in Piano.
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David Cecil Rife
Cedarville, Ohio.
Arts.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3.
O. S. U. -4.
David Harold Hammond
Industry, Pa.
Arts.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 3-4.
Cedrus Staff 1-3.
College Play -2.
Orange & Blue 1-2-3-4.
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Seniorology
SENIORS is a curious compound called Seniors. It is a very rare 
compound;
and, even where it is found, the elements of which it is made are not of such
excellent quality as we have here. They are all wise scholars, and it is even
whispered about that some of them are destined to flourish the rule in the
school-room and make life miserable for the youngsters. And say, one of their young
men will some day astonish the world and make the sun stand still with amusement
when he reveals his scientific knowledge. But in spite of the fact that honor and
glory await them, they are exceedingly shy, and at the same time shrewd and gay
beyond a doubt.
EAGER are they to be efficient and excel in everyt
hing they do. They always
make a lasting impression even on the front walk that has so faithfully served
many students in the past quarter of a century. They have eminent ability,
and earnestly desire to Build For Character, Not For Fame.
N ATURE-STUDY is a specialty among this elegant band. 
Very thorough in-
vestigation of human nature guaranteed. You will not hesitate for a minute
to agree with me that this is a notorious crowd, even to the great extent that
they are the very nucleus of the college.
IDLE ARE they not for one minute, but on the contrary they 
are diligent workers
in all college activities. Their intelligence and practical application of it are in-
comparable and unequaled. They bravely and cheerfully press forward to the
goal, and as they plod along, may their light so shine as to spread a lasting gleam
and to illuminate the whole countryside, so far-reaching and so everlasting is their
influence.
OR, NOW, if you desire to analyze carefully another essential 
element of this
compound, you will find that the Seniors are original. Why, one member is
such a perfect example of originality that no duplicate has ever been known
to exist. They are not only original in themselves, but all they do or say is
far beyond the thoughts or deeds of others.
REMARKABLE is this class indeed, 
and reliable are the members thereof. Al-
ways regardful of others and others' rights, yet the ruler of them all. But,
on the other hand, never domineering, but giving praise to those deserving
praise and honor where honor is due.
S0 STAND the Seniors ever sincere, steadfast and supreme. Always 
and forever
faithful to their colors of Blue and White, emblems of purity and loyalty;
loyalty to their class and above all loyalty to their dear old college. As the
white snow reflects the golden sunlight in all its glory, and makes it sparkle and
dazzle the eye, so their pure snow-white reflects the Orange, symbol of enlightening
power and high ideals of Cedarville College. Their Blues takes on a deeper, truer
hue and they pledge their lives to the great cause of education and betterment of the
world. J. R,
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Senior Class Poem
"All good things must come to an en:."
We have thot of this often of iate ;
And tho about most things we've something to say
We bow to this Action of Fate.
Tho we hope for a crown when we've finished our course,
And feel that we've fought a good fight,
Before we can place this reward on our blccks
The things we must do are a fright.
We must buy dainty dresses
And curl our long tresses
We must dig in for themes and exams,
We must give a class play
And go thru Cedar Day
And all of the time-honored shams.
The four happy years have a sad termination,
Our time for departure draws near,
But there's one sweet oasis—
The Juniors shall place us
At a table of banqueting cheer.
And now, my dear readers,
Since I have the floor
I will give you a bit of good news—
This is the last time that my rollicking rhyme
You will on these pages peruse.
You would not have seen this one
But one windy morn
This message was brot to my door:
"My dear senior, your meter is poor
It savors of countryside loam
But none else will do it
So you must 'go to it'
And write us a class-ical pome."
Alice Daines.
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Arthur Cecil Ewbank ("Jack)
Cedarville, Ohio.
"Ain't it awful to be a lion among
the ladies."
Florence Eleanor Smith ("Flossie")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"Bid me discourse and I will en-
chant thine ear."
Wilbur Wallace White ("Preach")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"I'm a remarkable man in more
ways than one."
Alice Kathryn Lackey ("Alice")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"She is as good as can be—the
strictest of the Puritans."
George LaClede Markle ("Clede")
Ellwood City, Pa.
"Who says I don't love the ladies,
there's nothing like it except
more."
33
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Edwin Dwight McKune ("Mac")
Bellefontaine, Ohio.
"The gruffest of the lot has at
least one affectionate spot."
Grace Adelle Lyle ("Grace")
Marianna, Ark.
"The proper study of womankind
is man."
James Colver Kyle ("Jimmie")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"One of Cedarville's 'fast' men."
Marjorie Dimmitt McClellan
("Marj Mac")
Joplin, Mo.
"They say we women like to be
bossed—just try it and see."
Paul Stewart Bryant ("Bryant")
Springfield, Ohio.
"He is wise who listens much and
talks little."
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Newton Carl Elder ("Elder")
Ditriingtcm, Pa.
"The world's a devilish tough
place."
Marjorie Wright ("Marj)
Cedarville, Ohio.
"Safe and sound, guaranteed to
stand without hitching."
Mary Eleanor Lackey ("Eleanor")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"Labor and intent study which I
take to be my portion in this life."
Nettie Frances Shaw ("Nettie")
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
"Not specially romantic but
might be moved on a moonlight
spring night."
James A. Waite ("Jimmie")
Midland, Pa.
"Call a tax-i."
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Ida Ellen Rees ("Idy")
Camden, Ohio.
"And still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry
all she knew."
Marion Earle Collins ("Collins")
Cedarville, Ohio.
President of the Class.
"I dare do all that may become a
man."
Edna Rosomond Aikin ("Little Ache")
Bellefontaine, Ohio.
"Already in the Promised Land."
Albert Ernest Wright ("Earnie")
Xenia, Ohio.
"Occasionally I am amused."
Mary Eloise Davis ("Cheese")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"My home's in Heaven. I'm here
on a visit."
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Ruth Elsie Shaw ("Ruth")
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
"A woman who does her own
thhiking."
Robert Willard Stewart ("Stew")
Coulterville, Ill.
"Pa, I want to learn to smoke."
Mary Lucile Flanagan ("Mary")
Cedarville, Ohio.
"Give me liberty or give me
death."
George Brownell Moore "George B."
West Middlesex, Pa.
"Rather a handy man to have
around, don't you think so?"
Louise Wilson McCullough ("Cully")
Seaman, Ohio.
"Time hangs heavy on my
Ii ands."
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Junior Class History
NN7 ITHOUT a doubt the Junior class has had the advantages of all/ other classes and has used them to greater purpose. On our
entrance into college, we had the honor of having the largest
enrollment of any Freshman class in the history of the College. About
this time the movement for a bigger and better Cedarville College com-
menced, and the large number of this class proved to be a start and an
inspiration for advancement. With this advantage over Freshman
classes in general, more of our number were chosen to lead student
activities. In plays, literary societies, athletics and in all other college
movements we were well represented.
As Sophomores, we still held the honor of having the largest class;
and with the promising start of the preceding year, we advanced in all
lines. We retained our record as the peppiest bunch of students, and
put everything across in great shape that came our way.
Advancing thru each year, we added to our record of successes.
In interpreting the drama, the stars were Juniors; as athletes and man-
agers, the majority were of our ranks; a Junior president and secretary
of Orange and Blue; in councils our share was represented, and even
our class president was a Junior.
As Freshmen we furnished a start for a bigger and better College;
as Sophomores we were an inspiration; as Juniors we strengthened our
record, and as Seniors we will finish our course fittingly.
M. E. D.
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Junior Class Poem
We belong to that fine Junior Class,
And we sure have a good line of sass;
So all other classes,
Both laddies and lasses,
When they see us all holler out "pass."
We entered the fall of nineteen.
They admitted then that we were keen.
In using our heads
And in breaking up spreads
The like around here was not seen.
We started with carloads of pep.
In town we still have a good (?) rep.
That's the way it should be;
So you easily see,
Other classes should please watch our step.
Upon some of our spreads they do frown.
We stay out so late about town;
But though we're so gay,
We'll reach heaven some day,
Though none of us yet has his crown.
In our bunch i we have warblers galore;
nfl our athletes run up near the score.
In all that we do
We're a mighty fine crew,
And you surely can't ask for much more.
In closing I think you'll admit
As hot stuff we're certainly "it."
In picking up knowledge
And boosting the college
We surely are doing our bit.
"Preach" White.
(Poetic license alai:died for)
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Sophomore Class History
N SEPTEMBER 16, 1920, was born in Cedarville College the class
of 1924. Young, happy, and inexperienced; thus we began our
college days. Though our boys suffered as one must, when an
inexperienced barber applies his scissors to one's hair; and the girls
were teased and laughed at; our Freshman days passed quickly and
happily by.
Only about half of these merry Freshmen returned as Sophomores
the following fall, but our number was increased by several new
students. Our class does its share in all activities of the College; as
musicians we have Lucille Johnson and George Coleman; as athletes,
"Bill" Riddell, Donald Wickerham, and "Chris" Kyle; as actors, Marion
Stormont and Arthur Findley.
We have been, we are, and we always will be a source of great
comfort to our professors; and it is not a strange thing to find that the
leaders of many classes are Sophomores.
Though we must favor our own class, we love the whole college and
every class in it, and we will try to help whenever we can.
When the golden sun is setting
And we're feeling mighty blue,
Won't we feel a great deal better
If we know there're others, too,
Who recall the days together
In the good old college true?
When we think of our professors,
And the patience that they showed
Toward us all whene'er we met them
With our trials and our woes;
Will we not in silent pleasure
Thank God and old Alma Mater?
43
T. M. D.
Sophomore Poem
Editor's Note :—We are sorry to
have to inform our readers that the
Sophomore poem which was to oc-
cupy this space failed to arrive in
the hands of the editor in time to
include it in this year's Cedrus. For
this poem see RICHARD R. ELDER,
the man who was supposed to write
it.
•
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Blades of Grass
DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Amanda Manhunter Wilma Arnott
Jack Dempsey  Howard Arthur
Hannah Shakespere Myrtle Bickett
Widow Arbutus Snail Nellie Donee
Iva Will Avenelle Brigner
Mr. John James Jiggs Windsor Brusman
Duchess Never"moore" Pauline Caskey
Mrs. Dishwater Blonde Louise Clark
!ma Mann Isabel Clarke
Earl Loafer Philip Copsey
Alexander Comelate Oran Collins
Peen the maid Pauline Collins
Casey Jones  Walter Crane
Miss Rose Vamphim Lois Cummings
Vermillion Bossthings Lawrence Currie
Baby Runt  John Davis
Janitor Kindergarten  Frazier Fields
Prof. Dishwater Blond' Paullin Harper
Miss Virginia Goldman  Alberta Hemphill
Madame Cleopatra Lillian Hopper
Iwanta Harper  Donna Johnson
Bobby Cutshort Hannah Kalp
Dr. Alonzo Funnybone Herbert Main
Widow Hepsy Toothpick Ruth McPherson
Dodo de Graft, the dazzling Daisy   Dorothy Oglesbee
Little Red Riding Hood Mabel Shinkle
Bill Hart William Snell
Farmer Clodhopper Heartsmasher  Marion Stover
Grandfather Runt Walker Taylor
Mademoiselle Theodoly Mary Waite
Mrs. Sarah Neverfeur Dorothy White
Miss Peggy Smiles Tinsel Williams
Captain Yellmore Fred Wills
Place: Cedarville College and Surrounding Vicinity.
Time: From September 7th, 1921, to June 9th, 1922.
SYNOPSIS
Act I
Scene I: Prof. Allen's room. Registration day in the morning. Blades of
Grass appear. Maurice J. Brown chief Blade.
Scene II: The next morning. In the chapel. Class meeting called. Plans
made for "Grass" spread.
Scene III: "Grasses" meet on Collins farm. Attempt of "Weeds" to crush the
Grasses." Complete downfall and withering of the "Weeds." "Grasses" slightly
clipped, only to spring up again with renewed vigor.
Scene IV: Another "Grass" meeting on the Cummings farm.
Collapse.
Act II
Scene I: Same as Act I. Two bobbed blades and three full grown blades enter
the Grass family.
CONCLUSION
To all of those who are fortunate enough in life to read this little episode, seirely
they will be helped and enlightened to hear of the great influence that the Grass
family has had upon the activities of the College. On the football team and basketball
squads the Grass blades flourish more than any other class. Both yell leaders
were chosen from the Grass family. In the annual College play a Blade had the
leading part. In the Bible reading contest another Blade won second place. In the
Rangers Club more Blades take part than Weeds of other classes. Still another
Blade won a Cedrus for having the best written short story. These are only .a few
of the great accomplishments of the "Blades of Grass." But in all classes they out-
shine the "Weeds" for verdancy.
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A. B. and H. W.
Tip Top Freshmen
Oh, we are the Freshmen of '22.
Just tell us something we can't do.
In classes you may see us shine,
And in having spreads were not behin'
For them, although in number rather few,
Much praise now unto us is due.
At cartooning Paullin is a shark,
And Dot can sing just like a lark.
Hemphill and White are from far Illinois,
Davis and Arthur are basketball boys.
These talented friends bring joy to our hearts
When with others they perform their parts.
Because of the desire for great knowledge,
spring Valley sends many to our College.
This year it sends Smith, Collins and Copsey.
A Junior thinks much of. our Caskey.
Many tunes come from Wilma and Mary,
And Ruth may be seen with President Larry.
Donna an Lillian are all star "bawlers,"
Hannah and Lillian always have clinch.
We have told you of some who love sport,
And next come those who to lessons resort.
Studious are Shinkle and Hildebrand,
While Brownie heard the call to the Army band
Louise and Harriet are deep in a book,
While Mary for her brother is cook.
These three friends few secrets ever tell.
Fresh from the farm come Stover and Snell.
Lloyd and Frazier are two quiet lads,
Who never take up with any new fads.
Now we shall mention a few of our "pears,"
Who have a good time and cast away cares.
"Walk" is attached to our girl from Ross,
And Hazel without Jack is at a loss.
Isabel oft has "Main occasions."
From Wills, Avenelle receives attentions.
Oh, we are the Freshmen of '22,
Now tell us something we can't do.
We strive for ideals high, for honor vie,
Although the path does not easy lie.
The best of life's finest is our aim
And soon we'll be anchored in halls of fame.
M. B. & P. C.
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Cedarville Theological Seminary
rr HE Theological Seminary of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
(General Synod) of North America is one of the oldest institutions
I for the professional training of young men for the gospel ministry
in the United States.
The Seminary was organized May 25, 1810. As in the case of
many similar institutions, it had a small beginning. The Rev. Samuel
B. Wylie. of Philadelphia, was its first and for many years its only pro-
fessor. The number of students was comparatively large. From this
small beginning the Seminary has grown, until today it is one of the
mightiest forces within the small denominations for the training of
young men.
The Reformed Theological Seminary saw its birth in Philadelphia.
After a few years of service it was removed to New York City, where
Dr. John N. McLeod was elected Professor of Theology. After three
years of service in that city, the Seminary was against removed to Phila-
delphia, where it remained until 1913, when it was removed to its pres-
entiocation.
The moving of the Seminary to Cedarville, where it is in close con-
tact with Cedarville College, was the result of a vision on the part of
the educators of our church. And the result has been that many young
men having come to the College, have been led, by the presence of the
Seminary, to enter upon its courses and give their lives to some definite
Christian work.
The Seminary has a strong Faculty and maintains a high standard
of scholarship. It believes with the Puritan Divine, Thomas Adams,
that, "A minister without learning is a mere cypher which fills up a
place, and increaseth the number, but signifies nothing."
The faculty is at present made up of the following members: Rev.
Wilbert R. McChesney, A. M., Ph. D., D.D., President of the College
and Dean and Professor of Systematic and Pastoral Theology in the
Seminary; Rev. Frank Albert Jurkat, A. M., LL. D., Professor of Old
Testament language and Literature; Rev. Leroy Allen, A. M., Professor
of Homiletics, Biblical Theology, Archaeology and Sociology.
For over a century, with brief intermissions, the Seminary has
continued its noble work. The results of its labors are not to be looked
for merely in the bounds of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, but in
many other denominations, whose ranks in leadership have from time
to time been increased by the graduates from the Cedarville Theological
Seminary.
Any young man seeking training for the work in His Kingdom, may
find an open door at Cedarville, where, under the leadership of conse-
crated Christian men, he will find his life's purpose deepening and his
vision continually widening.
D. Harold Hammond.
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The Minstrel
AV.IONG the many interesting and tal
ented entertainments promul-
gated by the college, stands the "minstrel," given in the Opera
House, March the twenty-fifth.
The "minstrel" cast was composed of those of genuine musical
talent, experienced actors and actresses, and comedians, and all that
goes to make up a very presentable theatrical party.
The audience rose in roars of laughter as the end-men demon-
strated their wit and humor. They represented four "colored gentle-
men" who were in great perplexity concerning their relations to their
fellow, and their fellow men's melon patch.
The program was divided into two parts, the first part being a
one-act farce, and the second part the "minstrel" proper; black-face
end-men, negro songs, and plenty of "hot" jokes on any and everybody.
In the jokes no one was spared, not even the most dignified could hope
to get exemption from the feeling that a deck of playing cards might
be pulled out of the pocket of their Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes and
thus hold them up to the gaze of the assembled populace as men who
lead the double life.
As a whole the entire performance measured up to the "minstrels"
of previous years, both in quality and quantity, and although these per-
formances as a college activity had been discontinued for some years
previous, we hope that the example set by the 1921 minstrel show will
be continued in the years to come.
G. S. R.
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College Athletics
IN THE American College and University more attention is given 
to
the physical activities of the men and women today than ever be-
fore. This is due to the fact that we have come to know that the
best work is done by the man or woman who has a well trained mind
and gives this mind support thru a well developed body. To succeed in
life now, one must be a whole man or a whole woman; and such they
cannot be unless they are fully developed.
Cedarville College must be abreast of the times. Hence, during the
last year, there has been introduced a modern system of Coaching,
working toward this end. The best system of Coaching has two chief
ends in view. (1) To place well trained teams in the field to meet in
the inter-scholastic contests and games; and (2) to give physical in-
struction to every person in the College whether he is in the varioUs
teams or not. I need not tell you how well this has been accomplished,
but suffice it to say that the present plan has given more training tO
more men and women than any other plan yet conceived.
The greatest gain to the College does not come thru simply win-
ning all the games or contests. But the finest asset is to have men and
women who know fair play, who recognize fine sportsmanship, who
meet on the athletic field as Christian gentlemen, and wherever they
go have upon them the stamp of fine ideals learned in preparation for
the contest. Cedarville College will always give physical training to
its men and women. It will strive to give the best of training; and
whether we win or lose in the game of life, we will always play fair,
because our College taught clean, fair, Christian Athletics.
Rev. V. E. Busler.
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1921 Gridiron Notes
IN THE last ten years, football has been practically unheard of atCedarville College, and of course has had no place whatsoever inthe athletic program.
Last year, however, when the idea of having a resident coach was
noised abroad, all hands "hove to," and we put on a very enthusiasti2
campaign for football funds and spirit.
We gathered money from the four winds; we talked football in
chapel, on the campus, and in our rooms. We went in mass to see some
neighboring high schools and colleges play the game, and quite a few
attended games at Ohio State University.
Early in September, 1921, this new spirit was carried on the field
by some of the same men who boosted the campaign for the game. New
students were attracted in this way, who proved to be very essential
parts of the squad later on.
Coach Blackburn labored hard to whip this bunch of "rookies"
into shape, which was no easy task, considering that two-thirds of the
men who came out for a trial had never played the game before.
The first game was played with Rio Grande College; and, although
we were green and didn't play like "old vets," we certainly gained a lot
of good experience and profited by it.
The second game was with Antioch College; and, although we lost
to the tune of 7-0, we were encouraged a great deal in this game, and
our hopes did not fade in the least. The old spirit was there to stay.
Our opponents in the third game of the season were the Quakers
at Wilmington. They were too much for us; but we succeeded in push-
ing the pigskin back of the posts once, which was more than a surprise
to the Wilmington gridders and fans. Scoring on Wilmington was not
an easy task, so we took courage again; and, although we were fair-
ly beaten, we were not squelched.
The fourth game was on the home gridiron on Armistice Day. It
was the talk of the town for weeks before and after the game. The
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field was in terrible condition because of the inclement weather, and the
spectators were few er than we had anticipated; but they gave us the
moral support in sufficient quantity to help greatly in the game.
Every man on the team showed up well in this home game, and
proved to Cedarvillites that they were made of the real stuff. We
outplayed Antioch this time at all stages of the game, which ended with
a score of two to nothing in our favor.
The final game was played with Defiance College at Defiance on
Thanksgiving Day. This, too, was a hard-fought game, featuring
many spectacular plays in spite of the muddy field. We were beaten
again, but we have reason to be proud of the team for the good spirit
maintained throughout the entire season, and for the way the team de-
veloped (under the direction of a whole-hearted and efficient coach)
into a real squad playing each game better than the previous one. We
hope for bigger and better things next year.
G. L. M.
The Future
THE athletic appeal of Cedarvill
e College is today practically
negligible outside of Greene county. The majority of the high
school athletes in this county will develop only so far as to make
good on the smaller college teams. A few may be university material,
but not many. It is but natural that a man select that school upon
whose teams he thinks he can play. As the old saying goes: "Rather a
big duck in a little pond than a small one in a big pond." If there be a
place for the small college—and all seem to agree that there is—then
there is a place for her teams. For the coming year Cedarville College
should concentrate on bringing in these athletes from this and surround-
ing counties. In addition to this there should be secured an outstand-
ing player for each of the major sports. One man might be all we need
if he be an all-round athlete. Such a man requires careful handling.
He should not dominate, but rather around him would be built the
foundation for the team system of play. Such men were Devine of Iowa,
and Oss of Minnesota.
The college needs equipment to outfit amply as many as will come
out to help make her teams. A second or third string man gets but
little besides the knocks of the varsity, and he certainly should receive
his share of the equipment. After all, the scrubs make the first team.
Cedarville College students need a new spirit. In a word—culti-
vate self-sacrifice, do not be afraid to work a little, do not stand on the
side-lines waiting to applaud a successful team, but get in and help
make it. This school is too small for many bystanders.
And lastly—those in charge of the athletic policy need to realize
that success in intercollegiate competition will be the biggest advertise-
ment the institution can'secure.
J. H. Blackburn,
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The hardest working
man on the floor.
Who is he?
He's the coach.
THE SQUAD
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Edwin "Eddie" Bradfute
Guard
Captain of the team. Has never
made a basket and is proud of it.
Riley Clarke ("Clarkey")
Guard
"Oh, for the wings
of a dove."
-\u John Davis ("Shrimp")Guard
Slick as a greased pig
and fast as lightning.
Walker "Walk" Taylor
Center
He has a boarding-house reach.
Earle Collins ("Collins")
Forward
• Another member of the Collins
family, "Nut Sed."
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Lawrence "Bill" Riddell
Forward
A greyhound when it comes to
trailing the ball.
Donald "Don" Wickerhatn
Center
He had lots of luck, but it
was all bad.
Howard Arthur ("Arthur")
Guard
He treats 'em rough.
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Ernest "Earnie" Wright
Center
Getting better all the time.
Lawrence "Larry" Currie
Forward
A good passer and a
consistent shot.
The Season In the Court
THE basketball season of 1921-1922 has furnished its full quota ofthrills and surprises: With the boys' team, the thrill of the joysof victory for the other team, and the thrill of surprise and defeat
to the College and community because they lost.
Fortunately we had a girls' team that knew how to reverse that
process and so we were presented with all kinds of thrills. If variety
is the spice of life, we have had plenty of spice in the last season and
ought to be satisfied. But college students seem to be so constituted
that they are never satisfied unless all their teams win all their games;
and though our girls' team nearly reached that goal, our boys' team fell
so far short that we are far from content.
We do not wish to leave the impression, however, that we are en-
tirely dissatisfied with our boys' team. The team, taken as individuals,
is made up of really good players; and, although handicapped at the
start with the neccessity of learning a new system of play, it has shown
steady improvement. Indeed, from the results of the last three games
played, we draw the conclusion that the team was just rounding into
its stride at the end of the season. The players are to be recommended
also for their spirit in the games. Every man played his best and gave
everything he had for the team. It was only in the failure to carry
some of the same spirit, of giving the college and the team their best,
away from the floor and through the intervals between the games, that
we would criticise some of the players.
For several years past the girls' team has been the shining light in
Cedarville Athletic history. To date they have lost only two games
out of a total of nine played, and one of those losses was amply re-
venged when Wilmington played her return game. Like the boys' team,
the girls' team has shown steady improvement. The spirit of the girls
is especially commended, for they have set the boys an example of faith-
fulness and devotion to the team from the start.
In the last statement the whole squad is referred to, and not the
team alone, for the team could not have been what it is today except for
the girls who came regularly to practice, even though they could not
make the team.
In conclusion, we can only say that it is the hope of the whole
student body that the experience and the hard knocks of the season will
be remembered and used as stepping stones toward winning teams next
year.
J. C. K.
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THE SQUAD
Eloise "Cheese" Davis
Guard
Manager of the team and a
"darn" good guard.
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Florence "Flossie" Smith
Forward
Captain of the team and
heaviest scorer.
Avanelle "Spooney" Brigner
Forward
A fast running mate for
"Flossie"
Ruth "Rastus" Shaw
Jumping Center
Can pick them off the ceiling
if necessary.
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Alice Daines
Second Center
Fast and peppy.
_ .
Christina "Chris" Kyle
Second Center
Has lots of spunk.
CE
4 6.
Nellie Boase
Second Center
A strong hand and a mighty arm.
Marjorie "Marj" Wright
Guard
Plays a fast and scrappy game.
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Lois Cummings
Second Center
The cave-woman of the team.
Donna Johnson
Guard
The Powerful Katrinka of
the team.
The 1921 Season on the Diamond
FROM the standpoint of scores Cedarville's 1921 baseball seasonwas not a great success. From the standpoint of experience gainedand spirit developed it was a success. There was some good ma-
terial, but until the latter part of the season the teamwork was not
spectacular. Some very amusing errors were committed. The lack of a
coach was keenly felt.
The outstanding feature of nearly all the games was the pitching.
Harry Wright pitched brilliant ball and was ably relieved by Arthur.
A fact worthy of note was that Cedarville knocked out a total of
99 hits, while the opponents could only garner a total of 70.
The most memorable game of the season was the home game with
Wilmington. Wilmington having defeated us 11-0 over there, was full
of confidence. Neither side reached second base for three innings, but
in the fourth Carl Duncan drove the horsehide into the cedar trees in
right field for a home run. For three more innings neither side scored.
Wilmington finally won because of errors, but did not get an earned
run.
This year with good coaching we are looking for big things from
some of the old players.
Home Games-1921
April 30—Cedarville 2nd, 4; Wilberforce Academy, 7.
May 6—Cedarville, 2; Antioch, 7.
May 17—Cedarville, 16; Selma Independents, 2.
May 20—Cedarville, 1; Wilberforce U., 13.
May 28—Cedarville, ; Wilmington, 4.
June 2—Cedarville, 20; Jamestown A. L., 2.
June 7—Cedarville, ; Alumni, 8.
Games Abroad
April 15—Antioch, 19; Cedarville, 5.
April 16—Wilberforce 2nd, 9; Cedarville 2nd, 0.
April 29—Wilmington, 11; Cedarville, 0.
May 7-0. S....8E S. 0., 10; Cedarville, 8.
May 18—Selma Independents, 20; Cedarville 2nd, 15.
R. W. C.
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Tennis
THE Tennis Associatio
n of Cedarville College met in September,
1921, and elected Harold P. Myers, president and Marjorie D.
McClellan secretary-treasurer, for the year 1921-1922. The pur-
pose of the association is to secure funds for the maintenance of the
courts.
Cedarville College has two ideal double tennis courts lying side by
side, in the northeast corner of the campus. One is a grass court and
the other a dirt court. There are several large shade trees around the
court, which shade or partially shade the courts at various times dur-
ing the day, making a set of tennis a real pleasure in spite of the heat
of the day.
Many students gathered on these courts in friendly rivalry during
the autumn months, realizing the value of tennis as recreation and
good sport. While here, they could forget the gloom of the class-room
and the calamity of unprepared lessons.
In the spring of 1922, the Tennis Association hopes to develop
enough stars to enter into matches with neighboring colleges; and from
the present outlook a very good team can be found to represent C. C.
H. P. M.
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The Y. W. C. A.
THE Y. W. C. A. has flourished unusually well this year. The membership hasbeen large, the meetings interesting and well attended. In co-operation with
the Y. M. C. A., at the beginning of the year we gave a "feed" to the faculty and
student body, in honor of the new students.
Many of the lonely and unfortunate people of the village were cheered by our
Thanksgiving baskets. At Christmas time, the girls took pleasure in buying and
dressing dolls for several of the children of the village.
The Y. W. is growing with the College. We are sure that the coming year
will be even more successful.
L. A. D.
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The Y. M. C. A.
THE Young Men's Christian Association of Cedarville College was organized in1906. Since that time the aim of building up the three-fold nature of men—body,
mind, and spirit—has been held high.
The increased number of boys in our student body this year has brought new
life into the meetings held each Wednesday morning. We are glad to state that a
good majority of the boys have united with us in our Association, and in our at-
tempts to be of mutual helpfulness. We are certainly thankful for this evidence of
consecration on the part of many of the boys.
The growth of this spirit has been greatly augmented by the inspiring and
helpful talks that have been brought to us from time to time. Rev. Vinton E. Busier,
who is a friend of every boy in the College, brought a message concerning the
^Prophets of the Old Testament." Rev. W. A. Vorhis, Pastor of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, Greenville, Ohio, brought a most helpful message to us, while he was
in our midst conducting an evangelistic campaign. Mr. F. Guy Strickland, Lecturer
and Preacher, explained to us somewhat the principles which must underlie "Limita-
tion of Armament." And another speaker of merit, and one who has a heart full of
love for every student of Cedarville College, was Dr. J. Alvin Orr. He came to us
twice in joint meetings of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. speaking on "Making Use
of the Common Things of Life," and the "Problems of the Present Day." And Doctor,
we surely do appreciate those heart-searching and soul-strengthening messages, so
come again!
The Y. M. C. A. Staff for the present year is as follows: President, J. Edwin
Bradfute; Vice President, M. Earle Collins; Secretary, Arthur W. Findley; and
Treasurer, Riley W. Clarke.
E. D. M.
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The Orange and Blue Literary Society
A LITTLE over a half decade ago the Philosophic and Philadelphian Literary So-cieties were fused into one, which took the name of "The Orange and Blue."
This society stands for the development of the students and friends of Cedarville Col-
lege in literature and music and its presentation to the public.
During the school year of 1921-1922 the society has done splendid work. Nearly
every student has taken an active part in the programs which have been held in the
college chapel every two weeks, on Monday nights. It is the splendid spirit of will-
ingness to work and co-operate with the officers of the society that has worked for
the success of the society as a whole.
The work of the society is both helpful and interesting. A journal is read at
each meeting which gives the important events of the foregoing days and also the
personals which prove to be very humorous. The work enables the students to use
their initiative and develop the power to feel at ease before an audience.
The society offers great opportunities to the students for training along these
lines, and they are grasping them. During the last school year they have shown a real
spirit of eagerness and sincerity in the work, and it has made for the most success-
ful year that the society has ever had.
A. C. E.
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Prize Poem
By Alice Dainea
Beyond the glow of the golden gate
In the ports of the western Sea,
The weary waves find rest at last
On the shores of Eternity.
Fair shells of wonderful workmanship
To the golden sands they bear.
The Master gathers them in His hand,
For the shells are costly and rare.
They sing a song of the sounding Sea,
And a half-forgotten land.
Ah, glad are they when their journey is o'er
To be in the Master's hand.
Honorable Mention
By Alice Dainea
A ?Lullaby
Sleep, little darling! Cares will come,
And life on you its sorrows heap.
Tonight while flowers mark the way
Your life is happy; sleep, oh, sleep.
Sleep, dearest babe! Your little wounds
My love can soothe; so do not weep
While crooning night-winds kiss your brow.
Sleep, dearest baby, sleep, oh, sleep.
Sleep on, poor child! Tho' life was hard,
Your slumber now is full and deep;
And you, while long, long, years go by
Shall sleep, poor child, shall sleep, just sleep.
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Prize Story
By R. Walker Taylor
Who Is the Hero?
BILL Smith and Dick Moreton were as 
thick as two peas in a pod. It was funny,
too, because they had been hardly more than acquaintances during their first
three years at school, and some of us couldn't quite understand their sudden
friendship. We knew, though, that the Smiths and Moretons had spent the summer
together in the mountains; so we supposed that Eill and Dick had just naturally be-
come better acquainted up there. They were both good fellows, too. Bill was cap-
tain of the Riverside football team and one of the best tackles we ever had; and Dick,
president of the senior class, was probably the most popular boy in school. He wasn't
any slouch of a football player, either; and if it hadn't been for Al Jenson, he would
have been quarterback on the varsity.
For three years he and Al had waged a battle royal, and it was almost a toss-up
between them. As far as actual playing was concernedt Dick was probably a shade the
better; but Al was one of those rare players who can inspire other fellows to play at
top speed from the first whistle to the last. His fighting spirit and his ability to
make a team fight gave him the call over Dick.
Dick would have given a good deal for a regular place on the Riverside Varsity,
but we didn't realize Just how much it meant to him until he told us about it one
evening in the early fall when a bunch of us were gathered in his room.
"It's this way," he said, "My Dad never went in for athletics when he was a
kid, and now he's sort of crazy on the subject. He told me just before I came down
that if I won out this year, he'd take me East with him when he goes there next sum-
mer on a business trip. I suppose he thinks it will make me play harder." Dick
smiled. "He doesn't know anything about school spirit and things like that," he added
apologetically. "But just the same, I sure would like to go East with him."
The rest of us nodded sympathetically, all but Bill, who sat looking out of the
window, a curious light in his eyes. None of us thought anything about it just then;
but when the season began and the battle between Al and Dick was renewed, it oc-
curred to me that maybe that look on Bill's face had meant something, after all.
For when the first scrimmage of the season was held, Dick started as quarter for the
varsity and Al was on the scrubs.
It didn't make much difference then; the first games on the schedule were easy
ones, anyhow, and it wouldn't matter one way or the other if even a third class man
directed the team. But in view of the sudden friendship between Bill and Dick, it
looked just a little queer, especially since the captain had the final word in selecting
the players on all Riverside teams, and the coach could only advise him.
We played our first game with Dick at quarter. Although twenty out of the
thirty points were made in the third quarter when Al went in, the play on the whole
was satisfactory.
If Dick had been obviously inferior to the other boy, we would have met and
told Bill just what we thought of things; but Dick was really a mighty fine quarter,
and a good many of the fellows in the school believed that he was Al's equal in both
generalship and all-round ability. It was only the members of the team who under-
stood the true situation.
One of the strangest parts of it all was the fact that Dick was ignorant of any-
thing unusual going on. He really thought that he was playing better football than
Al and that he had made the team on merit alone.
As the season progressed we won every game. The last game was with Glendale,
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It was no doubt to be our hardest game, for Glendale had been scoring just as many
victories as we had. By this time even the players had forgotten their misgivings
and looked toward the Glendale game with much well-merited confidence.
As the last week of the season approached and we gathered together all the loose
ends of our play, we seemed to miss Al less and less. We had become accustomed to
Dick's methods of play, and there was no doubt that he fitted well into the machine-
like precision of the team.
On the day before the game Dick's father came down; one could see by a single
glance that he was just about tickled to death over Dick's achievements. He told us
that if his son should lead the Riverside team to victory, he would be the proudest
man in the world. We were all hanging around in the dressing-room when he said
it; and somehow or other just at that moment I happened to glance at Bill Smith.
There was a light in Bill's eyes which I couldn't quite understand; it seemed to ex-
press satisfaction over a good deed done, and at the same time just a hint of doubt as
to the wisdom of it.
At the very start of the game it looked as if the question would be decided right
away, for Riverside started off with a bang, taking the ball on the kick-off and ad-
vancing it in a series of short dashes well past the center of the field. Our attack
was smooth and precise, with a well-developed mower which for a time threatened to
sweep everything before it. But suddenly, when we were apparently at the very
height of our game, Glendale braced, and almost before we realized it, it was fourth
down with two yards to go.
But even then we didn't really worry about it, for we had been making three and
four yards each time; and Dick decided, without a conference, to rush the ball rather
than lose it on a punt. He barked out his signals, and we threw all the force of our
attack into a desperate stab off-tackle. The Glendale line rose up to meet us, the
teams clashed, and a whistle blew. But when the referee untangled the mass of play-
ers and turned to where the head linesman was standing, he waved his hand toward
the Riverside end of the field. We had failed to make the distance by almost a yard.
That final punch which Al Jenson had always managed to draw out of us had been
lacking. We had lost the ball on downs and only two yards to go.
In the few seconds which we waited for the other team to commence its offense,
I believe every player grasped the significance of our failure, Captain Bill included.
Then the Glendale team threw itself against our line.
The Riverside forwards, uncertain and just a little puzzled, gave away involun-
tarily; and a half slipped thru for a clean twelve yards. Then we braced. They were
forced to punt, but we could make no steady advance. The players began to feel
that they were being cheated t that the one man who could bring them to the height
of their effectiveness was being kept out of the game unfairly.
They played hard, giving freely of their strength and skill; but as the game con-
tinued, their efforts slackened unconsciously. Gradually Glendale forced its way
down the field, gaining ground on every exchange of punts, pushing us back until we
stood in the very shadow of our goal posts. And then, with Dick standing beneath
the crossbar, his face pale and his husky voice framing vague urgings, they gathered
themselves for one final drive and sent their halfback squirming, twisting his way over
the line for a touchdown. A minute later they missed goal and the score stood six to
nothing in their favor. That was the only score of the half. A few minutes later
the whistle blew, and we trotted to the dressing-rooms to throw ourselves wearily
upon the benches and listen to the words of the coach.
He told us of our mistakes and the chances we had lost, but we paid only indif-
ferent attention to what he was saying. No one said a word; we just sat there and
waited for the intermission to end.
And then, for some reason or other, I think it was to get a new shoe-lace, Dick
stepped into an adjoining room. The tension snapped. Men moved about restlessly,
mumbling to one another; until finally Ted Andrews, our center, voiced the one
thought uppermost in all our minds.
"If Al was only in the game," he said, "we'd wallop the tar out of them. Dick
can't get us going."
Perhaps he spoke louder than he intended, or perhaps he raised his voice pur-
(Continued on Page 117)
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The Rangers Club
THE latest organization to be established is the Rangers Club. Thosewho in previous years have assisted in the campaigns for new
students have been met on every side with the questions—Where
is Cedarville College? What kind of a college is it? Why don't we hear
more about it? In order to answer these questions and to arouse some
enthusiasm for our college, this club has been organized. The Rangers
Club functions on Fridays. It is then that we assemble at some con-
venient place shortly after the noon hour and pack ourselves into the
three waiting automobiles, which carry us more or less comfortably to
our destination.
We specialize in High Schools, for one of our purposes is to in-
terest prospective students in the advantages of a higher education. The
coming of the Rangers is heralded throughout that community by the
High School pupils living there, and upon our arrival, we usually find
an enthusiastic crowd assembled.
In presenting our program, we believe that one of our greatest
assets is variety. There are fifteen members of the club, and each is
prepared with three or four numbers of entertainment or instruction,
and we pride ourselves on being able to give a good program varying in
length from fifteen minutes to four hours, and in character from the
sublime to the ridiculous. Our program contains an address by Dr. Mc-
Chesney, selections by the male quartette, duets, a couple of short talks,
a great variety of readings, a one-act play, and all the pep that we can
put into our college songs and yells.
The members of this organization are well repaid for their efforts,
for besides the pleasure derived from the trips and the applause of the
stage we are fed at the expense of the college, and any restaurant or
soda fountain owner whom we have visited can testify that we are most
aggressive at the table.
It takes time to reap the fruits of our efforts, but if the pleased
expression upon the faces of our audiences and their applause is an in-
dication of their attitude toward old C. C., then the Rangers Club has
attained some degree of success.
H. B.
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The College Club
THE College Boarding Club
 was started several years ago. It had
about thirty-five members in the spring of 1920, when the club
was located at the home of Miss Margaret Alexander. Last year
Mr. Paul Duncan obtained the services of Mrs. Clara Morton as matron
for the Club and hence the Club was moved to Mrs. Morton's residence.
The Club last year had about forty members.
At the close of the second semester last year, Mr. George Colman
was elected steward for the first semester of the year 1921-22, but as
Mr. Colman had a chance to room and board with his brother, he re-
signed in favor of his assistant, George Moore, who was elected to serve
for the second semester also.
With the growth of the College, the Club naturally increased in
membership; hence it was necessary to secure larger rooms to accom-
modate the members, which have been on an average of forty-five
throughout the year. Mrs. Morton, being the matron again this year,
obtained the use of the College Library basement with kitchen and
dining hall.
It was soon realized that the quarters would be too cramped and
congested immediately before and after the meal period; so the Ad-
visory Board secured the use of the adjoining room of the basement for
a rest and recreation room. Furniture was secured for this room from
the College and interested friends. The expenses were met by the
proceeds of an oyster supper held in the basement of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church.
We are glad to have the Club for the better friendships and good
fellom ship which we are able to enjoy. We find that it brings the mem-
bers closer together and lets each know better the fine qualities of his
associates.
G. B. M.
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The Alumni
THE past year was the most critical one in the history of CedarvilleCollege, when it was determined whether the college would con-
tinue to exist or not. It was a critical one for the Alumni, too,
when they were weighed in the balance and not found wanting.
In the fight that was waged to save the College, the Alumni figured
very largely. A meeting to arouse enthusiasm was held in the Opera
House at the outset of the campaign; and a number of Alumni, among
other prominent speakers of Cedarville and vicinity, gave stirring ad-
dresses in behalf of the College and told what Cedarville College meant
to them in eloquent terms. The Alumni speakers of the evening were:
Dr. J. Alvin Orr, '97; Dr. Wallace Iliffe, 1900; Attorney Joseph Finney,
'06; Dr. James McQuilkin, '98, and Dr. W. R. Graham, '05. Two of
these, Dr. Orr and Dr. Graham, pledged themselves at this meeting to
be responsible for the raising of $10,000 each.
The Alumni Endowment Committee held a meeting in Carnegie
Library December 28, 1920, and voted for the Cedarville College
Alumni Association to set for its objective, the raising of $100,000
Alumni Endowment Fund, and a challenge to the denomination of the
Reformed Presbyterian Church and the community in and around
Cedarville to raise an equal amount for building and equipment.
Throughout the whole campaign, the Alumni have supported the
College loyally, not only with their generous subscriptions, but with
their untiring efforts to influence others to give to this noble cause.
And in the future, it need never be questioned what a large place their
Alma Mater holds in the hearts of the Alumni.
M. E. B.
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BOOK VI SOCIETY
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The Ideals of a Small College
0 HIO is the Mother of Presidents and the Paradise of Small Colleges. In 1920 thecandidates Of both great parties and the candidate of one of the minor partieshailed from this commonwealth. This only emphasized the fact that by far the
greater number of chief executives of this nation were either born in Ohio or elected
when citizens thereof, than has been the case With any other state. Ohio also has more
colleges than any other state; over fifty institutions grant the bachelor's degree.
Is there no connection between these two laurels of honor worn by the state?
They are cause and effect. The small college makes for independence of character,
efficiency, practicality, the ability to get things done. In the small school every
student is known, and known well, both to teachers and to fellow-students. There-
fore, to stand well in his little world, the student must eradicate from his make-up all
shoddy material. He must be what he seems. This thorough, radical reconstruction
of his character, undergone in the formative period, is what makes the MAN who in
after life must meet the fierce tests of competition.
In larger institutions a student may shine in certain aspects; and, because only
small facets of his character are exposed to view, can at the same time be developing
hidden weaknesses that afterwards unfit him for life's battles, however brilliant his
attainments in some particulars. Students are treated in the mass and sprinkled
liberally with the culture that is supposed to prepare them for life. In the small school
the useless and cumbering branches are pruned away and those things are grafted
securely in that cannot help but make the fruit good.
Again, the small colleges rake the fence corners for likely talent that the larger
schools despise. And talent that in larger schools is neglected, because more showy
talent outshines it, is in the smaller college utilized and developed. But this slower
talent that is crowded out in the student's activities and even in the class room work
of the large college, is more lasting and substantial. In after life it, and not the
other, gets results.
Then, in larger schools, it is organization and numbers that count. In the small
college, it is personal effort and personality and knowledge of human nature that
count. But, contrary to common opinion, these are the great motive forces of life.
The close personal contacts of the small school are the best preparation for the
activities of the world.
The danger of the small college is provincialism. Those who attend are usually
of one race, social class, nationality, faith, and practice. They are likely to think too
much alike; and, in so doing, to imagine that all who differ from them are wrong.
This, however, is an evil that can be escaped. Teachers and pupils should guard
against narrow-mindedness and selfish exclusiveness. It can be done. Jesus lived in
a little country not as large as one of our states, but his mind went back to the early
sages and prophets of his race, forward to "the end of the age,"  upward far above the
stars, downward into the depths of the universal human heart, outward to the sheep
of every fold. By cultivating reverence for truth wherever found, unselfish love for
humankind, and devotion to the Father of all, the student in the small college can be
as cosmopolitan as any trained in the great universities. And though he sees widely,
his individuality is not dwarfed by the bigness of the universe; but, having mastered
his microcosm, the small college, it goes forth to conquer other worlds, expanded,
quickened, hardened, and tempered to meet every foe. Therefore, the graduate of
the small college survives when others fail.
Prof. Leroy Allen.
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CEDARVILLE COLLEGE PLAY
Tuesday Evening, December 13, 1921
OPERA HOUSE
"In Walked Jimmie"—By Minnie Z. Jaffa
Cast of Characters
Jimmy, who walked in Walker Taylor
John Trellavan, owner of the Cinderella Factory Dwight McKune
Arnold Baker, his nephew Wilbur White
Hiram Higgins, his landlord Ernest Wright
Josiah Bartlett, a creditor from Rochester Donald Wickerham
Moses Graham, a creditor from Rochester Wilbur White
Bobbie Day, shipping clerk at factory Marion Stormont
Billy Blake, Kitty's brother Willard Kyle
Andy, negro at the factory Edwin Bridfute
Officers Lawrence
Kitty Blake, bookkeeper at factory 
Delie Rogers, factory's forelady 
Office Girls—
Miss Grayson Ruth McPherson
Miss Long Marjorie McClellan
Miss Brown Dorothy Oglesbee
Miss Fairchild Hazel Williams
Miss Hoyt Lois Cummings
Factory Girls—Rosamond Aiken, Mary Agnes Harper, Mary Flanagan, Alice Daines,
Thelma Deacon.
Riddell, Arthur Findley
Florence Smith
Helen Bradfute
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The Burdens of Responsibility—An Editorial
THERE was a time in the history of Cedarville College when it wasright and proper to entrust the control of all the student activities
then extant to the care of a few capable students. With the in-
crease in the student body, the activities have naturally increased both
in numbers and in importance; but the control of these larger activities
is still vested in the hands of a few individuals, thus giving rise to a
situation which is neither desirable nor healthy.
From the entire student body there are probably not more than
fifteen from either sex who are actively engaged in the control of stu-
dent activities. From these thirty people are selected, with but few ex-
ceptions, the class president, the Y. M. and Y. W. cabinets, the casts for
college plays, the members of the Rangers Club, the members of every
athletic squad, and the promoters and officials of very activity spon-
sored by the college. Such a situation not only places a great load of
responsibility on the shoulders of a few, but so divides their time and
energy among several organizations as to prohibit the efficient control
of any of them. The cause of this situation is not the cliquing together
of any group of students, nor is it the lack of ability on the part of the
members of the rest of the student body, but rather a lack of active in-
terest in the control of these organizations, coupled with a lack of will-
ingness (on the part of some) to serve in official positions which would
subtract from the sum total of the time which they wish to give to other
interests.
In some schools there is a system incorporated into the regulations
of the student body, whereby merit points of varying degree are given
to students in control of student activities in proportion to the responsi-
bility involved. No student is allowed to receive over a certain number
of merit points. Thus the burdens of responsibility are borne on many
shoulders, the dangers of "clique" control are eliminated, and student
activities can be efficiently managed, without detracting, to a material
degree, from the time necessary for the preparation of classroom work.
We dare to suggest the adoption of some system of this kind into
the regulations governing the student body of Cedarville College.
J. E. Bradfute—Editor.
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The C. E. Reception
ON September eighth, the annual reception, which the Christian En-deavor Society gives new students, was held in the Reformed Pres-
byterian Church. The affair was the first social event of the college
year, for up to this time there had been few chances for new students
to get acquainted. It certainly aided in forming new acquaintances.
Several new couples strutted forth to this reception.
Many interesting games were played and several contests were
'enjoyed. Delicious refreshments of ice cream and cake were served.
An especially interesting game was one in which a slip of paper and a
pencil were handed to each person present. In five minutes the person
who had the greatest number of autographs won the prize.
At a late hour the students departed, all rejoicing in the fine
time they had at the first social event of the season.
H. L. M.
The Lecture Course
rr HE members of the Selection Committee for the Cedarville Lecture
Course of the season 1921-22 evidently decided that Cedarville
should be given great advantages, which is proven by the program
which they selected for the season. This program showed a wise and
wide choice, including in its scope the follcwing: A poet, a reader,
two musical companies and a theatre party. It is quite safe to presume
that no lecture course in the past has excelled this. The opportunity of
having a real live poet, reading his own works, is one that rarely comes
the way of a community of the size of Cedarville. The people of Cedar-
ville have in the past proved themselves to be desirous of the best of
everything; they have a critical taste which is hard to please. This
course was evidently planned with that idea in mind, and we are sure
it did not fail to please all who took advantage of it.
W. F. W.
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Hallowe'en Social
FOR various reasons Hallowe'en Eve 1921 is a never-to-be-forgottennight to the students and faculty of old C. C. To the girls, the main
event of the evening was the party given for them by the boys. Our
gym (you wouldn't have recognized it) was turned into a gayly-lighted
ballroom where creatures of various forms and makeups frolicked and
romped in true Hallowe'en style. It was a very select crwd ; only those
who could climb the ladder to the second story window of the gym were
admitted. It is rumored though, that this firm and dreadful decree
was waived in the case of two young ladies who came to the party
dressed as one clown. We don't know just how much it took to bribe
the doorkeepers, but we do know that they did not come in through
the window. After a long evening of games, contests and good eats,
we voted the boys "real entertainers" and resolved that next year we
would have to do some "tall hustling" if we were to put on a party equal
to this one.
P. S. It is rumored that several days after the above party,
someone discovered that there had been some cider left over. Nuff Sed!
M. W.
Cedar Day Happenings
TT WAS on one of those fine June days that it all happened, a better
"1" day for the exercises could not have been chosen. The day was
ideal, being neither too hot, nor was it stormy. The crowd began to
gather on the campus early and it was evident that the people of the
community appreciated Cedar Day from the size of the crowd. It was
said to be the largest crowd that had ever gathered on the campus in
the history of the institution. Also the program that was given was
declared to have been the best ever. It was intended to picture before
our minds, America yesterday and today. The first episode consisted of
the spirit of Indian Days, the second episode was the spirit of the
Wilderness, and the third episode consisted of the spirit of Patriotism,
that which enlivens every true-blooded American.
Then Miss Helen Stewart was crowned May Queen, after which
the May Pole Dance was given. The oration of the day was given by
Nelson Thorn and in it he sought to show what the college meant to the
community. All those who had earned letters in any kind of athletics
came forward and Mr. Roger Collins very appropriately presented them
with their letters.
At the noon hour a beautiful sight was to be seen as one looked
across the campus and saw the different groups enjoying their basket-
dinners. The main event of the afternoon was the baseball game be-
tween Cedarville and Antioch.
R. W. S.
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Daily Happening at "Old C. C."
Sept. 7.—College opened with an address by Dr. Bauslin. Everyone
anxious for work ( ?). Glad to see so much green. First football
practice called.
Sept. 8.—Work begins in earnest. Watermelon feed held on the
campus. We congratulate McKune.
Sept. 9:—R. P. Christian Endeavor Society entertains the students and
faculty.
Sept. 12.—More students arrive. Glad to see them.
Sept. 13.—Excellent address in Chapel by Dr. Orr. Football men get
new duds and hear rules.
Sept. 14.—Hammond penalized for disobedience in football practice.
Sept. 16.—"Y. M. and Y. W." feed at gym, but we leave before ten
o'clock.
Sept. 19.—Football field measured and goal-posts erected.
Sept. 22.—Rain, but it stopped in time for practice.
Sept. 23.—Wiener roast at the Mound.
Sept. 26.—Monday again. Some of the Faculty ( ?) go to Dayton.
Sept. 28.—Farewell party for Morton Creswell. Some new dates in
evidence.
Oct. 4.—The Freshies organize and the girls have a feed at Smith's.
Oct. 5.—Wedding bells ring for some of the Alumni; Paul Duncan and
Edna Stormont. The question is, where did the ham go? Ask Mac.
Oct. 6.—Classes recite as usual and Jack Frost pays his first visit.
Oct. 7—Football boys start for Rio Grande. It rains.
Oct. 10.—First meeting of The Orange and Blue. A good beginning.
Oct. 11.—Freshies and Sophs have class meetings. Spreads are in the
air.
Oct. 12.—The Sophs had one at Bickett's. Some one stole Wickerham's
machine and some of the others refused to start readily. Strange
how things will happen.
Oct. 13.—And the Freshies had one, too. Some of the Infants show
remarkable proficiency in the use of primitive weapons.
Oct. 14.—Some of the Upper Classmen have sore heads and some of the
Freshmen have short hair.
Oct. 17.—Heard at the Club. Miss Flory: "Arthur and I are progress-
ing nicely." Conversation is about McKune. Miss B.: "Can't we
talk about anything?"
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Oct. 21.-Football team goes to Antioch. We are defeated but not
discouraged. Cedarville sure supported the team.
Oct. 25.-Some show their love of money by voting down a spring va-
cation.
Oct. 28.-The team goes to Wilmington. Some game.
Oct. 31.-The Boys give their Hallowe'en social.
Nov. 2.-Sophs and Juniors had a spread at Smith's.
Nov. 4.-A bunch go to Yellow Springs to see the Antioch-Wilmington
football game.
Nov. 8.-Election day. McKune got one vote for Mayor. Who cast it?
Nov. 11.-Three big things: Big meeting in the Opera House; big
Football game between Antioch and Cedarville; big Oyster Supperin the R. P. Church. But such a day, rain, rain, rain!
Nov. 12.-We enjoy ourselves at Marjorie Wright's home.
Nov. 18.-Big time at Johnson's. Lucile's birthday.
Nov. 23.-Thanksgiving Vacation begins. Big dinner at the Club.
Nov. 30.-Fine talk in Chapel by Mrs. Llewellyn (Eleanor Holliday).
Hugging at the Club by Bickett.
Dec. 1.-Miss Klink presents a talk on the European Students.
Dec. 9.-Dr. Vance Cook presents the first number of the Lecture
Course. Hammond and Elder begin to break up the styles.
Dec, 13.-Cedarville saw Jimmie walk in.
Dec. 15.-Hurrah! We're going home.
Jan. 4.-Where did the time go? Splendid address by Dr. Proudfit.
Jan. 6.-Robert Conley tells us how plate glass is made.
Jan. 9.-Senior Spread at Ramseys'. Things are hot for Hammond.
Jan. 13.-Freshies had a spread at Cummings.
Jan. 19.-Hammond calls the President "NAMES." Poor Boob!
Jan. 23.-Exams begin. Oh, death! where is thy sting?
Jan. 27.-Exams finished. They weren't half bad.
Jan. 31.-Junior spread at Ewbanks?
Feb. 1.-New Semester begins. Mrs. Proudfit reads the book of
"Esther," memoriter.
Feb. 4.-Zoology class have a feed at Bicketts'. Some time!
Feb. 6.-Miss Dorothy Holliday with us. "Ham" returns.
Feb. 7.-Clarke shows symptoms of heart trouble.
Feb. 8.-Willard takes off mourning and takes another girl down street.
Feb. 13.-Lincoln and Valentine meeting of the Orange and Blue.
Special music by the Faculty Quartet.
Peb. 15.-Rev. Vorhis gives a helpful talk in Y. M.
Feb. 17.-A number of the bunch go to Springfield to hear Harry
Lauder.
Feb. 23.-Biogenetic Law discussed in Zoology class.
Feb. 27.-Mr. E. D. McKune accompanied Miss Brand home from the
Club.
Mar. 7.-"STOP THIEF" presented by the Junior Class.
Mar. 13.-Big Steak feed at the Mound.
Mar. 15.-Exciting basketball games at the gym. Pennsylvania Bear
Cats vs. Ohio Rough Necks. Cedarville Sure Shots vs. The
Amalgamated All-Stars. "Comedy" -- Bout between "Pump-
handle" Stover and "Wind-jammer" Clarke.
Mar. 16.-Calendar closes. Cedrus goes to Press. Hurrah! for our side!
C. E. Elder,
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Two Poems
By Lawrence "Bill" Redden
:31f
I know a girl who
Is wonderfully sweet.
She sure is a dandy,
And has the world beat.
. Her eyes of blue—
And sweet rosy cheeks,
Set my mind whirling,
My heart missing beats.
I sure get the blues,
When leave I must.
I'd ask for her heart,
Had I the crust.
"Obe" Girl
Here's to the girl with lots of pep.
Oodles of beauty and a lively step.
Mark her up as a great success,
She'll stand the trials of any test.
I'd do or die for a girl like that.
Take notice men—off comes my hat.
Such a girl I sure would like to wed,
With the consent of one named Ed.
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BOOK VII JOKES
Prize Joke
Submitted by
E. B. B.
Heard while practicing for "In Walked Jimmie"
McKune: Ethel, where are you going?
Miss Brand: To Dayton to get you a wig.
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Editor's Note: We make no apologies for mentioning or failing to
mention anyone in this section—time and space do not permit. There
are over one hundred people intimately connected with the college,
about all of whom jokes might be printed. Mathematically speaking,
if combinations of jokes were written about each person there would
have to be over one hundred thousand separate items in this section of
the Cedrus. The cost of printing makes such a situation an impossibil-
ity.
Moreover, we disclaim all responsibility for the truthfulness of the
jokes herein contained. If any of our "gentle readers" chance to be
possessed of a sensitive disposition we advise them not to peruse the fol-
lowing pages.
"SMILE, AND THE WORLD SMILES WITH YOU"
Can You Imagine
Louise McCullough worrying over her lessons?
Lois Cummings without a mass of brown hair?
Marjorie Wright without a host of male admirers?
Wilbur White without his wit?
Willard Kyle sad?
Christina Kyle teaching school?
Prof. Jurkat short and fat?
Earle Collins without dimples?
Florence Smith short and sweet?
Miss Brand giving short lessons?
Harper Bickett with a clear complexion?
Bill Reddell a long haired poet?
Dick Elder handsome?
Marjorie McClellan not good looking?
Grace Lyle tall and fleshy?
Helen Bradfute with curly hair?
Ruth McPherson unhappy?
Edwin without Grace?
LaClede Markle with light hair?
Marion Stormont without his lessons?
Arthur Findley married?
Dr. McChesney a fisherman?
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COURSES GIVEN AT CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
Not mentioned in the catalogue
DEPARTMENT OF CAMPUSTRY
Prof. Robert Walker Taylor
Assistants, E. D. McKune, Miss Brand
Campustry I—General Fussing Preparatory
This course is designated for beginners and it or its equivalent
must precede the more advanced courses. Text: Beatrice Fairfax's
"Advice to the Lovelorn."
Campustry II—(Credit for this course is likewise given in the
Department of Astronomy.)
This course which is a continuation of Campustry I, includes field
trips by moonlight. The work is done by groups of twos. Especial
attention is given to the occult influences of the moon. This courseleads to engagement at the end of the year. Text: Mrs. Browning's
"Sonnets of Love." Elective for Sophomores and Juniors.
Campustry III—Open to Seniors
Prerequisites Campustries I and II
This work is open only to those who expect to make a life study of
the problems. It is continued throughout the year and leads to matri-
mony. No text is used as the work is mainly research.
A graduate course of one year will be given whenever there is a
sufficient demand for it. This course will be devoted to keeping peacein the family.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
123—MONEY—PROF. ANYBODY
A study of the economic problems involved and centered around
this elusive article with particular attention to the prices of staple con-
fections, tithing, and Doe's.
Z1—THEORIES OF REFORM
This course is conducted uneer the auspices of the various Ladies'
Clubs of the village, leaders and topics being furnished as required.
Especial attention is given to everyone. The object of the course is tofind evils which do not exist and correct them by creating greater evils.
Text books are forbidden and spontaneous answers are requested.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
XYZ1—GREAT MUSICIANS OF CHINA
Prof. Marion Stover
This course is arranged for all those who have taken all the courseslisted above and have now no lounging place.
With Thanks and Apologies to The Muscoljuan of '22.
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Bad Breaks
Have you ever noticed how some members of the faculty rattle two
pieces of chalk together in that distinctively "come seven, come eleven"
manner.
Prof. Allen: "A chair is a seat for one person with a back."
McKune (upon being called upon to recite) : "I pass."
Prof. Allen: "Where in the world did you learn that term?"
Speaking of the eternal fitness of things; the last chapel exercises
before exams, we sang No. 253, "To the hills I lift mine eyes, whence
shall help for me arise."
Carl Elder: "I'm not caring so much for a vacation, but I would
like to have a HOLLIDAY."
Miss Brand (sitting in her class room) : "Well, I wonder where
my Poetry class is this morning?"
Mr. Grindle (passing through the hall) : "This is Washington's
Birthday."
Billie Arnott (speaking of ways to eat) : "I never saw anybody eat
off of boards."
Ernie Wright: "I s'pose they eat off'n troughs where you come
from."
Dr. McChesney, in oratory: "If you do not have your speech, you
will get zero, except on your presence, your good behavior, and your
good looks."
Jim Waite: "Then I won't get nothing."
Miss Flory: "What are the whites of eggs used for?"
W. Kyle: "Angelfood cake."
Larry Currie: "Say, Lois is a clipper, isn't she?"
Walk Taylor: "She is more; she's a revenue cutter."
Miss Flory (in Physics Class) : "What are the three kinds of
equilibrum?"
Pink Lane: "Sober, drunk, and dead drunk."
Preach and Dot were riding in the country:
Preach: "Would you like to live in the country?"
Dot: "No, it would be too lonesome."
Preach: "You ought to try it. it would make you grow."
Dot: "Grow? Which way?"
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It is rumored that there will be a new department organized in
Cedarville College next year, i. e., Astronomy. We suppose Prof. Jurkat
will have charge, as he will be able to reach down the stars for closer
inspection.
Carl: "That scar on your face must be very annoying."
Mary W.: "Oh, it is next to nothing."
"You told me these were fast colors, they went in a week !"
"Well, you couldn't ask for anything faster than that."—Judge.
"So you graduated from barber college? What is your college
yell?"
"Cut his lip, cut his jaw, leave his face raw, raw, raw."
As St. Peter was heard to remark, "If you fall, fry, fry, again."
She (sentimentally) : "For why should you fall for me?"
He: "Your line was just low enough to trip me."
"Every dog has his day, except the dog without a tail and it has a
weak end."
Miss Flory: "Mr. Moore, does a starfish have
organ?"
George: "I don't know."
Miss Flory: "Do you have an olfactory organ?"
George:
Collins: "Yes, he has his feet."
Irate passenger: "Why don't you put your foot where it belongs."
Tough Guy: "If I did you wouldn't be able to sit down for a week."
Clarke: "You and me is going to have a combat." -
Maine: "Yeah, you is going to do the comin' and I is goin' to do the
battin'."
Dr. McChesney: "Now can a cat think of itself as 'I?' If it did
what would it be?"
Harper Bickett: "An egotist."
A FRESHMAN'S WISH
I long to be a Senior,
And with the Seniors stand,
With a fountain pen behind my ear,
And a thesis in my hand.
I would not be a governor,
I would not be a king,
I'd rather be a Senior,
And never do a thing.
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SO ARE WE
This gym class stuff
Is really
Fine,
Builds the students
Up.
Teaches 'em discipline—
Really it does.
I'm for it.
I don't have to
Take it.
Bright Remarks From Other Schools
Mother: "Poor Jimmie is so unfortunate."
Caller: "How's that?"
Mother: "During the track meet he broke one of the best recordsthey had in college."—Tar Baby.
Hen: "Whence the black eye, old thing?"
Lee: "Oh, I went to a dance last night and was struck by thebeauty of the place."—Cornell Widow.
"For the love of Mike, lend me two bits."
"Who is this guy Mike?"—Medley.
Freshie: "I need $5 for my lab fee, and I have only four."
Senior: "That's easy. Pawn the $4 for three and sell the pawnticket for $2."—McGill Daily.
Waiter: "What would you say to a stew?"
Frosh: (Indignantly) "I never speak to drunkards."—Burr.
Prof.: "What do you find when you examine a dog's lungs under
a microscope?"
Pre-Med: 'The seat of his pants, I suppose."—Pelican.
'14: "So you're a revenue officer now?"
'15: "Yes."
'14: "What do you do when you find whiskey?"
'15: "I perform my duty to the last drop."—Cornell Widow.
Pike: "What is that rasping noise in the office?"
Peak: "Oh, I guess somebody's filing a complaint."—Punch Bowl.
He: "My heart's idol—"
She: "Put it to work."—Mugwump.
"Why do women wear shoulder straps on their gowns?"
"Well, it's either that or nothing."—Phoenix.
"Which have the greatest number of admirers, blondes or bru-
nettes?"
"Ask Madge; she's been both."—Pitt Panther.
The key to the learning for which you are yearning
Is easy to find if you look;
But never try finding that secret by grinding
Or looking for it in a book.
I'll tell you a system which surely beats this one,
A system that's easy enough—
Try looking sagacious, that's most efficacious,
That's part of the system called bluff.
—Wellesley College News.
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In Retrospect
THE foreword of this book was written in July. It isnow the middle of March and the Cedrus is at last
ready for the press. During the intervening months we
have watched it grow (yea, even helped it grow) with
considerable pride and not a little mental trepidation as
to the outcome. We would assure our readers that if
time and worry are the signs of a successful college
annual, we prophesy this book to be a howling success.
However, we do not begrudge the time and worry spent
thusly (now that it is over), but are willing to rest on our
oars in the knowledge of what we believe and hope is
work well done.
We take this opportunity to thank those students
and members of the faculty, who by their hearty co-
operation have aided in the preparation of this book, and
without whose aid this book would have been an im-
possibility.—The Staff.
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BOOK VIII ADVERTISEMENTS
Patronize Our Advertisers: They Patronize Us.
Co-operation is the watchword of today. Without co-
operation this would be a very poor world in which to live.
Gentle Reader, as you near the close of this 1922
Cedrus, we wish to take this opportunity of introducing you
to our friends, the advertisers.
The advertisers whose names appear on the following
pages have done a great service for us, and we feel that you
can and should co-operate with them in their work.
Without their help it would have been impossible to
put out this book. So, in behalf of the Cedrus Staff, I want
to take this opportunity of thanking the Advertisers for
their hearty support, and bespeak for them a better co-
operation in the future.
Business Manager.
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Deposit Your Savings With
THE EXCHANGE BANK
Cedarville, Ohio
4% Interest Paid on Savings and Time Certificates of Deposit
Resources Over $500,000.03
Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent Banking Py Mail
Dr. 0. P. Elias
DENTIST
Phone 87
New Exchange Bank Bldg. Cedarville, Ohio
The PLACE We Get
air SOOd J.P'CitS
VI. C. NAGLEV
Grocery and Meat Market
C. E. Masters
CROCERYMAN
Phone 2-44 Cedarville, Ohio
—A
Clothing, Hats
and
Furnishings
For Men,
Young Men,
and Boys.
THE CRITERION
22 South Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
Prof. Allen had written on the back of a test paper, "Please
write more legibly."
Next-Day: "What is that you wrote on my paper?"
Isabelle Clark: Do you drink anything?
Jake Wright: Yes, ANYTHING.
DOLLARS AND SENSE—
Will Do M uch
—AT—
TROUTE'S
Cash and Carry Grocery
Cedarville Ohio
II
Cedarville College
Is Forging to the Front
Get A College Training
The times demand it.
The results justify it.
Come to Cedarville College
The location is healthful and beautiful.
The opportunities are fine and inspiring.
The courses are complete and modern.
The influences are safe and helpful.
The expenses are lower than at many other places.
The students are possessed of high ideals and
practice them.
The Faculty is experienced and thoroughly
trained.
FOOTBALL, Basketball, Baseball and Tennis
Physical-Education and Gymnastics
The COLLEGE is recognized by the Department of Public Edu-
cation of the State of Ohio, and by the leading universities.
In Cedarville College you can get preparation for any pursuit
in life.
A large Freshman class is to enroll in September. The prospects
for a record-breaking attendance are splendid. Largest attend-
ance in history of the College last year.
Twenty-Ninth Year Opens September 12, 1922
For catalogue and further particulars, address
W. R. McCHESNEY, Ph. D., D. D., President
Cedarville, Ohio
III
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Wall Paper Paints
Floor Varnishes
Electric Appliances
Westinghouse Bulbs
W. C. W. Co.
38-40 E. Main St. Xenia, Ohio
The
Cedarville Farmers'
Grain Co.
Grain, Seeds, F e e d,
Coal, Hardware Im-
plements, Hoover
Sweepers, Harness and
Paints.
Phone 21
I V
Patting Ourselves
The fact that our prices for Clothes
compete with ours in quality is a sure
that is the only kind of store-keeping
in the world and still offer them
$20
W. D. ALEXANDER CO.
Hart, Schaffner
On the Back
compete with prices for clothes that do not
sign of efficient store-keeping
Because
that can buy the highest type of clothes
at prices to interest the public.
to $50
Springfield, Ohio
and Marx Clothes
J. H. WHITMER.
Funeral Director and Embalmer
Motor Hearse and Ambulance Service
Both Telephoneu- Office 68-1 Both Telephones—Residence 68-2
22 East Market Street, Xenia, Ohio
WHEN IN, NEED OF
Chemical, Physical, Agricultural, Biological
Apparatus or Chemicals
ALSO
Laboratory Furniture, Notify
THE KAUFFMAN-LATTIMER CO.
41 E. Chesnut St. Colondiip., Ohio
Founded 1881
COMPLIMENTS
DAHL-CAMPBELL
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Washington Court House, Ohio
Distributors
Pure Food Products
Red Bird and Sweet Briar Brands
Use them and go with us on our
annual outing to the lakes in June
V
JOBE BROTHERS COMPANY
XENIA, OHIO
WOMEN'S TAILLEUR SUITS,
COATS, DRESSES, BLOUSES,
MILLINERY, AND DRESS AC-
CESSORIES.
Cedarville
LEO ANDERSON,
- - -
D. V. M.
- - - Ohio
VETERINARIAN
- - - -
W. L. CLEMANS
Real Estate, Loans, and
Established
Insurance
1896
Agency
- - - - Ohio
O'ilr4Sa
Frank G.
Ilk
MOTTO: The
WE HAVE
Armstrong, Prop.
,1
Best is
THE
t6tanteattt
None Too
BEST
Good
Cedarville, Ohio
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HARROW'S BATTERY
and
TIRE SHOP
Philadelphia Diamond Grid
Batteries
Firestone Tires and
Accessories
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Cedarville, Ohio Phone No. 3
AUSTIN
I:I' Eurgrt"
HOW EASY TO POSTPONE
TO DAY THE
MARKING THE. RESTING
OF OUR LOVED ONES. 
WHY NOT HAVE THE
HAVE NEGLECTED
EXECUTED DURING
MONTHS
THIS ORGANIZATION
THEIR FIFTY-SIX
PLACE AT
THEIR COMPLETE
FOR DESIGNING, QUARRY-
AND
MEMORIALS.—
A HANDSOME ILLUSTRA-
WITH VALUABLE
HAS BEEN PUBLISHED'.
WRITE FOR YOUR
COPY. 
.41 0
• AND • PLANTS-
KEENE.N•H•
GREEK,' GONN. 
'SALES • OFFICES'
XENIA; OHIO-
MOSER'S SHOE
enia Ohio, 
Good Shoes, Good Service,
Good StyleS
We Specialize on Corrective
Fitting
A.DAIR'S
Furniture
Carpets
Stsoves
Victor 
Victrola
20-21 N. Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
On the way to the Washington basketball game, Arthur (driv-
ing) : My clutch is awfully weak.
Lillian: So I've noticed.
Billy McCoy: How did you get your mustache into this
condition? Guess I'll have to shave it off.
Clede: All right. I just stole a kiss from a girl who was
chewing gum.
BIRD
Students
try
at
forming
to
Cedarville
& SONS'
Make Their
please them
College,
that good habit
to thank all the students
CO.
Headquarters
and make your
of "Buying at
for their
ROBERT
The Store That the
We
Get your education
college life pleasant by
Bird's."
We take this opportunity
patronage.
SNUFF!
—"Sneagle."
—"Snoteagle, snowl."
—"Sneither, snostrich."
—Burr.
CEDAR INN
Hotel and Restaurant
Meals Cooked to Suit the
Public
Ice Cream Soft Drinks
H. W. EVANS
Proprietor
Osterly Millinery
Millinery in keeping with the
spirit of budding spring
Our line includes Hats for all
occasions
37 Green St. Xenia, Ohio
Established 1894
J. H. McMillan
J. Melvin McMillan
J. H. McMILL AN & SON
Funeral Directors — Furniture
Cedarville, Ohio
Citizens Phone 7 Licensed Embalmers
THE BRIDGE
BARBER SHOP
Will Show You
Cedarville, Ohio
Xenia Vulcanizing Co.
102 East Main St. Xenia, Ohio
"When it is Tire Trouble,
Trouble Us"
V III
El_
VACANT HOURS.
OH &FINNY !
DANCING
WHEN OKLA. comEs
- To otifo
WIPP), DAJS •
AS USUA! -
VLL 5uppi-'`'
Dear Jane:
When you come to Cedarville, meet me at Rich-
ards' Drug Store, the Students' Headquarters, where
they • serve Standard Ice Cream—"Goodness How
You'll Like It!" Be sure to try their sandwiches,
salads and other good things to eat.
Lovingly yours,
Helen
IFAS11{11014
11%1311A
,TUS/11.0/1 ..(1314. S
/
New Par-Vee Model
for Young Men
C. A. WEAVER
Xenia
VIICCANIZING When in Xenia, call on
"BOB & CHIRK"
and let them solve your tire
troubles for you
XENIA AUTO NECESSITY CO.
31 South Detroit St.
DOUGLAS CUSTIS
DISTRICT MANAGER
3.11r ilitttual ilify 31turatratirr Tuntpanu
OF NEW YORK
ii.,th ph.— x,‘i.,, ()hi,.
Kingsbury Building
The Cedarville Bakery & Confectionery
FINE BAKED GOODS AND CONFECTIONS
Special Prices Given to Churches, Lodges,
and Those Who Buy in Quantities
"CLEANLINESS AND QUALITY"
OUR MOTTO
Phone 86
Helen B.: Eddie, if you eat any more cake you'll bust.
Eddie: Well, pass the cake and get out of the way.
Miss Brand: Are you sure this is absolutely original?
"Walk" Taylor: Well, you may find some of the words in
the dictionary.
You can always draw the Queens if you've got the Jack.
Go To
The S. & S. Shoe Store
Xenia, Ohio
For Good Shoes
Spalding and Goldsmith
Sporting Goods
FAMOUS AUTO SUPPLY CO.
37 West Main St. Xenia, Ohio
First-Cass Work
at a
First-Class Shop
BILLY McCOY, BARBER
(.„.1.,..viiie Ohio
Fellow dubs: What kind of
a sensation does it give you
when the woman you are with
says: "Oh, I must be in before
10:30 tonight or I shall have to
be in early Saturday." (And
you haven't got a date with her
that night, either.)
XI
If you are looking for a good shave or
hair-cut, call at
McFARLAND & KESTER'S
Pool Room and Barber Shop
This Space Subscribed For By
TARRJ. VICTOR
CANBY
el.)
z hotogpapher
HIGH CLASS PHOTOS
34 East Main St. Xenia, Ohio
Bastian Bros. Co.
1\1 n il u facturers of
Class Pins—Class Rings
Athletic Medals
Engraved Commencement
Announcements and
Invitations
749 Bastian Bldg. Rochester, N. Y.
XENIA CANDY
KITCHEN
"The Home of Best Candies
and Ice Cream"
"We Strive to Please"
27 East Main St. Xenia, Ohio
BORING'S BOOK
STORE
Stationery, Sporting Goods
Get Your Commencement
Presents From Us
6 S. Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
XII
The Western Theological Seminary
Pittsburg, Pa.
louunded by the General Assembly, 1825
A SEMINARY FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
A complete, modern, theological curriculum, with elective course:
leading to the degree of B. D. Graduate courses of the University
of Pittsburg are open to properly qualified students.
Exceptional library facilities and new dormitory
For information write to President James A. Kelso
LET US SUIT U
U will B well SUITED if U buy that new Spring Suit from us
QUALITY is our hobby. We can fit U out from Head to Foot.
We Want to Prove It
Home Clothing Company
Cedarville
Ask about our PROFIT-SHARING PLAN
DECOR.ATORS
WALL PAPER—PICTURE FRAMING
STATIONERY—PAINTS
L. S. BARNES
Both Phones
Xenia, Ohio
THE TARBOX LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber and Retail Dealers
in all kinds of
PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Shingles, Lath, Doors, Sash, Glass, Paints, Etc.
Phone 33 Cedarville, Ohio
XIII
Miellov""
y Yi tg/olvers
l
Xenia, Ohio
Anderson Flower Shop
Wilmington, Ohio
LANE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Modern Theological Curricu-
lum. Two courses. Affiliation
with U. of C. Christian and
philanthropic work studied
first-hand in the vicinity.
Self-help by preaching
Address President Wm.
McKibbin, D. D., LL. D.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. A. Beatty & Son
Dependable Furniture
Edison Phonographs
and Re-creations
Xenia, Ohio
XIV
XV
(Continued From Page 7R)
WHO IS THE HERO?
posely. At any rate, Dick must have heard, for when he returned a minute later, we
saw by the look on his face that something was about to happen. For about ten
seconds he stood near the door, his eyes fastened on Ted, and then he walked resolutely
to where Bill was sitting. "I think you'd better put Al in for the next half," he said
quietly. "He—he can get more out of the team than I can."
But Bill only shook his head. "No," he answered shortly. "I want you to stay
where you are."
We were looking at Dick wonderingly, with a new born respect in our eyes; for
there wasn't a fellow in the room who didn't realize at that moment that Dick had
been ignorant all along of why he had beaten Al out in the fight for quarter. His
next words proved it.
"You'll have to play Al," he repeated, "I'm through."
Bill glanced swiftly around the room at us and then said, dully: "All right, Al will
start for us in the next half."
So Al rushed out with the others when the whistle blew; and before we had
played five minutes, the change in the Riverside eleven was apparent. The team found
itself. Driven on by some dynamic force in Al's nature, we slashed and plunged our
way down the field, brushing aside all opposition riding roughshod over the Glendale
defense, until the last white line was trampled beneath our feet and we rushed pell-
mell over the goal. Twice more during the remaining half, we repeated that
triumphant march down the field, and while the Riverside stands went into ecstasies
of cheering Dick sat huddled in his blanket, his dry eyes staring unseeingly at the
ground.
After the game he quickly dressed and sought to escape. He imagined that he
was disgraced, that they had thought all along that he had known he was being favored
by Bill, and had not said a word in protest.
Then suddenly the noise ceased and he heard some one speaking. .It was Bill,
his chum, the captain of the team. "Last summer, when we were together up in the
mountains," Bill was saying, with something of a quiver in his voice, "Dick climbed
down the side of a mountain and saved me from falling several hundred feet to the
rocks below, where I was hanging. I can't tell you about that now, but Dick saved
my life, and I resolved then and there to pay him back somehow. I didn't say any-
thing to him, but when the season started I had decided that Dick would be quarter
on the varsPy. That was why I kept Al off and put Dick in all the games; and until to-
day, I didn't think it would make much difference to anyone, except Al. It was
wrong, of course, and I guess I've been a pretty rotten captain; but I just want
to say this: "Dick didn't know anything about it, and if Ted hadn't said something
between halves I would have kept him in and let the team lose. That was the way I
was going to pay Dick back. But he wouldn't stand for it; he—he was squarer than
I am, and he is really the fellow who won the game for us. And I am nothing but a
rotter, and I'm sorry for what I've done."
His voice broke, and he sat down suddenly. You could have heard a pin drop
in that room for a space of about thirty seconds; and then some one started to clap
and the clapping continued. But who knows whom the clapping was for? Al had
swallowed his medicine like a man and hadn't said a word; Bill had stood up before
us all and taken the burden of blame on his own shoulders; and Dick had made the
only amends possible and had given up his own ambition for the good of the team.
So who was the hero for whom they were clapping?
Walker Taylor.
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